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STATE BOARD OF COMMUNITY COLLEGES
State Board of Proprietary Schools Recommendation to Revoke Licensure
After due consideration of the attached investigative report, the State Board of Proprietary
Schools recommends that the Community College Board initiate revocation of the proprietary
school licenses of Umanah Healthcare Institute -Charlotte, Umanah Healthcare Institute Gastonia, and Umanah Healthcare Institute -Monroe.
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OFFICE OF PROPRIETARY SCHOOLS
INVESTIGATIVE REPORT:

UMANAH HEALTHCARE INSTITUTE CAMPUSES
(CHARLOTTE, GASTONIA, MONROE)

The North Carolina State Board of Proprietary Schools submits this Investigation
Report to the North Carolina State Board of Community Colleges, pursuant to 2B
SBCCC 200.2 and Article III, Chapter 150B of the North Carolina General Statutes.
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3. Substantiated violations that do not rise to level of revocation: 1
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5. Recommendation to State Board of Proprietary Schools: Revocation
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PART 1: COPY OF DOCUMENTATION OF NONCOMPLIANCE
On April 17, 2018 the Office of Proprietary Schools presented the following
Documentation of Noncompliance and Notice of Investigation to the administrator of the
Umanah Healthcare Institute campuses.
DOCUMENTATION OF NONCOMPLIANCE AND
NOTICE OF INVESTIGATION: UMANAH HEALTHCARE INSTITUTE
The State Board of Proprietary Schools submits this Documentation of Noncompliance
to the State Board of Community Colleges, pursuant to 2B SBCCC 200.2 and Article III,
Chapter 150B of the North Carolina General Statutes.
Proprietary School: Umanah Healthcare Institute (Main Campus)
5801 Executive Center Drive, Suite 103
Charlotte, NC 28212
Branch Campus Locations:
Umanah Healthcare Institute -Gastonia
635D Cox Road
Gastonia, NC 28053

Umanah Healthcare Institute -Monroe
607 Windsor Street
Monroe, NC 28112

Administrator/Director: Patricia Umanah
Pursuant to rules adopted by the State Board of Community Colleges, a copy of this
document as compiled has been presented to the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Chair of the State Board of Proprietary Schools
NCCCS Executive Vice President
NCCCS General Counsel
NCCCS Director of Marketing and Public Affairs

Pursuant to rules adopted by the State Board of Community Colleges, a copy of this
document as compiled will be presented to the Chief Administrator of the proprietary
school at issue within five (5) business days of documenting the noncompliance with the
individuals above.
Submitted this 17th day of April, 2018

___________________________________
Scott Corl, Executive Director
Office of Proprietary Schools
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DOCUMENTATION OF NONCOMPLIANCE AND
NOTICE OF INVESTIGATION: UMANAH HEALTHCARE INSTITUTE
The State Board of Proprietary Schools submits this Documentation of Noncompliance
to the State Board of Community Colleges, pursuant to 2B SBCCC 200.2 and Article III,
Chapter 150B of the North Carolina General Statutes.
I.

Receipt of Complaint/Evidence of Noncompliance and Investigation

The State Board of Proprietary Schools (“SBPS”), by and through its Executive
Director of the Office of Proprietary Schools (“OPS”) shall initiate and conduct an
investigation of a proprietary school subject to Article VIII, Chapter 115D of the North
Carolina General Statutes for either of the following:
(1)
The SBCC, acting by and through the NCCCS President or the SBPS
receives a written complaint alleging that a proprietary school subject to Article VIII of
Chapter 115D has failed to comply with either the requirements of the law or the rules
adopted by the SBCC; or
(2) If the State Board of Community Colleges (“SBCC”), acting by and through
the State Board of Proprietary Schools (“SBPS”), has evidence that a proprietary school
subject to Article VIII, Chapter 115D of the North Carolina General Statutes has failed to
comply with either the requirements of law or the rules adopted by the SBCC.
If the SBCC, acting by and through the SBPS, has evidence that a proprietary
school failed to comply with either the requirements of the law or the rules adopted by
the SBCC, the SBPS shall document all of the evidence of noncompliance in a
document to be titled, “Documentation of Noncompliance.”
EVIDENCE OF NONCOMPLIANCE
1. School administrator Patricia Umanah may have violated N.C.G.S. § 115D90(c)(12), by not maintaining good reputation and character.
§115D-90(c)(12) – The school's administrators, directors, owners and instructors
are of good reputation and character.
Documentation of possible violation:
On April 5, 2018 the Office of Proprietary Schools (“OPS”) received the attached
DHHS Investigation Report (“Report”) withdrawing Umanah Healthcare Institute’s
(“Umanah”) approval to offer a Nurse Aide I program. The Report identified ten (10)
violations of federal and/or state guidelines. Due to the nature and severity of the
violations, the program was immediately withdrawn at all three campuses. OPS
advised Umanah to immediately cease Nurse Aide I enrollment and instruction (See
attached letter dated April 6, 2018).
Maintaining good reputation and character with DHHS was vital because the
Nurse Aide I program accounts for the overwhelming majority of the income of the
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schools—Nurse Aide I is the only program approved at the Gastonia and Monroe
campuses. Moreover, because Mrs. Umanah is a registered nurse, the violations are
likely to be presented to the North Carolina Board of Nursing, which could impact
approval of the Nurse Aide II program at the Charlotte campus and have ramifications
for her professional license.
2. Umanah Healthcare Institute may be in violation of §115D-93(c)(9), by failing to
provide and maintain adequate standards of instruction.
§ 115D‑93. Suspension, revocation or refusal of license; notice and hearing;
judicial review; grounds.
§115D-93(c)(9) – That the licensee has failed to provide and maintain adequate
standards of instruction or an adequate and qualified administrative, supervisory or
teaching staff.
Documentation of possible violation:
The State Board of Community Colleges approved the Umanah schools to offer a
112-hour Nurse Aide I training program. This was contingent upon approval of the
program by the North Carolina Department of Health and Human Services (“DHHS”).
As approved by DHHS, Umanah’s program was required to include 32 class hours of
instruction, 50 lab hours of instruction and 30 clinical hours at an approved facility. The
student-teacher ratio in clinical was not permitted to exceed 10-1. Students were also
required to complete the program successfully before being “uploaded” to Pearson Vue
for state testing registration.
As detailed in the Report, a DHHS investigation into the Nurse Aide I programs at
the Charlotte and Gastonia campuses found:
•
•
•
•

Class records showed that students in multiple program starts did not receive
112 total hours of instruction.
Reviewed records showed that students inappropriately performed certain
skills in the clinical setting before proficiency was documented in the lab
setting.
Comparisons between attendance records and data provided by Pearson Vue
showed that students were uploaded prior to completing the entire Nurse Aide
program.
Records from a program in November 2017 showed that the 10-1 student-toteacher clinical ratio mandate was exceeded.

3. Umanah Healthcare Institute may be in violation of 2A SBCCC 400.11(a)(2) by
not maintaining current, complete, and accurate records showing student
progress and attendance.
2A SBCCC 400.11 Student Records
(a) A school licensed under G.S. 115D, Article 8, shall maintain current,
complete, and accurate records to show the following…:
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(2) Progress and attendance including date entered, dates attended, subjects
studied, and class schedule…;
Documentation of possible violation:
The State Board of Community Colleges approved the Umanah schools to offer a
112 hour Nurse Aide I training program. This was contingent upon approval of the
program by the North Carolina Department of Health and Human Services (“DHHS”).
As approved by DHHS, Umanah’s program was required to include 32 class hours of
instruction, 50 lab hours of instruction and 30 clinical hours at an approved facility.
As detailed in the Report, a DHHS investigation into the Nurse Aide I programs at
the Charlotte and Gastonia campuses found:
•
•
•
•
•

Class records showed that students in multiple program starts did not receive
112 total hours of instruction.
Two student files failed to contain the required Appendix A forms.
A class attendance sheet for one program start failed to record any clinical
hours for students.
Some student records showed instruction was received and documented on
dates upon which the students were recorded absent.
Records showed 14, 15 and 30 skills performed on one clinical day; and one
Appendix A showed a student performing all skills on one clinical day.

4. Umanah Healthcare Institute may be in violation of §115D-93(c)(9), by failing to
maintain an adequate and qualified teaching staff.
§ 115D‑93. Suspension, revocation or refusal of license; notice and hearing;
judicial review; grounds.
§115D-93(c)(9) – That the licensee has failed to provide and maintain adequate
standards of instruction or an adequate and qualified administrative, supervisory or
teaching staff.
Documentation of possible violation:
Kathleen Rivers (“Rivers”) was an approved Nurse Aide I instructor for the July 1,
2017 – June 30, 2018 license year. According to the attached DHHS Report, during
reapproval of the program in August 2017, “Ms. Umanah requested several instructors
be removed from the list of approved instructors. Ms. Rivers’ name was one that was
deleted on September 11, 2017.” Ms. Umanah did not advise OPS that she requested
removal of Rivers as an approved instructor. It is further alleged that Rivers was not
properly supervised because she violated the 10-1 student-teacher ratio by taking 12
students to a clinical location in November 2017.
5. School administrator Patricia Umanah may be in violation of §115D-93(c)(2), by
knowingly presenting false or misleading information relating to approval or
license.
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§ 115D‑93. Suspension, revocation or refusal of license; notice and hearing;
judicial review; grounds.
(2) That the applicant for or holder of such a license has knowingly presented to the
State Board of Community Colleges false or misleading information relating to approval
or license.
Documentation of possible violation:
The July 1, 2017 – June 30, 2018 license renewal application for Umanah’s
Charlotte campus listed Rivers as an approved Nurse Aide I instructor. This was
supported with an approval letter from DHHS and documentation of Rivers’ active
nursing license. The Charlotte campus was relicensed effective July 1, 2017.
In December 2017, DHHS reapproved the Nurse Aide I program at the Charlotte
campus. To complete this process, DHHS issued Ms. Umanah a formal reapproval
letter and list of approved instructors dated December 21, 2017 (See attached DHHS
reapproval letter and instructor list--which does not include Rivers).
In March 2018, Ms. Umanah submitted a renewal application for the Charlotte
campus for the July 1, 2018 – June 30, 2019 license year. This application identified
Rivers as an approved Nurse Aide I instructor. On March 20, 2018 OPS formally
responded to the application and requested (among other things) documentation that all
submitted instructors were approved by DHHS. During a joint visit with Jan Middleton
(“Middleton”) (DHHS) to the Charlotte campus on March 22nd, files for a November
2017 Nurse Aide program identified Rivers as the instructor. At that time, Middleton
advised OPS that Ms. Umanah previously requested removal of Rivers as an approved
instructor and therefore Rivers was not listed on the December 2017 instructor
reapproval list. Ms. Umanah had not informed OPS that she requested Rivers’ removal
as an approved instructor.
During a visit to the Gastonia campus on March 27th, Ms. Umanah hand-delivered
documentation to OPS supplementing the renewal applications of all three Umanah
campuses. The supplemented DHHS-approved instructor list (dated 12/21/2017) for
the Charlotte campus did not include Rivers. On April 5th OPS responded via email:
“The following item remains outstanding for the Charlotte campus:
Tab 9: Your submission identifies NA instructor Kathleen Rivers—but she does
not appear on the DHHS approval you included (Dated 12/21/2017)… Confirm whether
Kathleen Rivers is still an NA instructor at the school and that she is still approved to
teach at your school. If she is no longer teaching at the school, she should appear on
the list of separated employees.”
Ms. Umanah responded via email (See April 5th email with attachment):
“Ms. Rivers is till (sic) one of our Instructors in Charlotte, please see attached.
thanks,”
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The DHHS instructor approval list provided by Ms. Umanah via email on April 5 th
included Rivers--but it was not dated. OPS forwarded this to Middleton requesting
clarification on Rivers’ removal. Middleton responded: “I print from our database and
the date is always generated on the upper left corner of faculty approvals and there is
spacing between Faculty for Program and the first line. Attached is the actual document
I sent Pat on December 21, 2017 with the approval letter.” Middleton provided further
documentation via email on April 11th: “Attached are three faculty lists (submitted to
DHSR during 2017 reapproval) with lines drawn through names requesting removal.
Ms. Rivers name was removed from 70496 and 70575 on 9/11/17 during reapproval”
(See attached instructor list dated 6/20/2017, as provided by Middleton, with lines drawn
through instructor names).
Rivers was not included as an approved instructor on the December 21, 2017
reapproval list provided by Ms. Umanah. When this was pointed out to her, she
supplemented an undated instructor approval list including Rivers. The supplemented
list provided by Ms. Umanah (approving 6 instructors) does not match the 6/20/2017 list
(approving 9 instructors) or the 12/21/2017 reapproval list (approving 5 instructors, but
not Rivers) provided by DHHS. Further, Middleton confirmed that approved instructor
lists issued to program directors and/or school administrators are generated internally
and are specifically dated. Therefore, on information and belief, Ms. Umanah knowingly
presented to the State Board of Community Colleges, by and through the Office of
Proprietary Schools, false or misleading information relating to approval or license.
Request to Provide Written Response:
Pursuant to 2B SBCCC 200.2(c), it is requested that the chief administrator
or other agent of Umanah Healthcare Institute submit a written response within
ten (10) business days of receiving this Notice. The response must be signed
and directed to the Executive Director of the Office of Proprietary Schools on
behalf of the State Board of Proprietary Schools:
Scott Corl, Office of Proprietary Schools
North Carolina Community College System Office
5001 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, NC 27699-5001
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PART 2: THE LAWS OR RULES THE PROPRIETARY SCHOOL ALLEGEDLY
VIOLATED AND A DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF HOW THE PROPRIETARY
SCHOOL ALLEGEDLY VIOLATED EACH OF THE SPECIFIED LAWS
I. UNSUBSTANTIATED VIOLATIONS:
Evidence collected during OPS’ investigation failed to substantiate the following alleged
violation as contained in the foregoing Documentation of Noncompliance and Notice of
Investigation:
Allegation #1: School administrator Patricia Umanah may have violated N.C.G.S. §
115D-90(c)(12), by not maintaining good reputation and character.
§115D-90(c)(12) – The school's administrators, directors, owners and instructors
are of good reputation and character.
On April 5, 2018 the Office of Proprietary Schools (“OPS”) received the attached DHHS
Investigation Report (“Report”) withdrawing Umanah Healthcare Institute’s (“Umanah”)
approval to offer a Nurse Aide I program. The Report identified ten (10) violations of
federal and/or state guidelines. Due to the nature and severity of the violations, the
program was immediately withdrawn at all three North Carolina campuses. OPS
advised Umanah to immediately cease Nurse Aide I enrollment and instruction.
Maintaining good reputation and character with DHHS was vital because the Nurse Aide
I program accounts for the overwhelming majority of the income of the schools—Nurse
Aide I is the only program approved at the Gastonia and Monroe campuses. Moreover,
because Mrs. Umanah is a registered nurse, the violations were presented to the North
Carolina Board of Nursing, which could impact approval of the Nurse Aide II program at
the Charlotte campus and have ramifications for her professional license.
Investigation
OPS interviewed 25 former Umanah Healthcare Institute Nurse Aide students. Not all
had Mrs. Umanah as an instructor, but those that did expressed positive things about
her knowledge and teaching. In addition, the DHHS Report and Nurse Aide I program
withdrawal were presented to the North Carolina Board of Nursing (“BON”) on April 5,
2018. To the knowledge and understanding of OPS, BON has not disciplined Patricia
Umanah and the Charlotte campus of Umanah Healthcare Institute remains approved to
conduct Nurse Aide II training. Finally, OPS became aware of various local healthcare
agencies that sent employees to receive training at the schools, or employed Umanah
graduates.
Finding
A common definition of “reputation” is the estimation in which a person or thing is held,
especially by the community or the public generally. “Character” refers to the mental
and moral qualities distinctive to an individual. Evidence gathered during the
investigation failed to establish that school administrator Patricia Umanah violated
N.C.G.S. § 115D-90(c)(12):
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•

•

•
•

Mrs. Umanah appears to have good reputation and character with her former
students. Nearly all individuals interviewed by OPS expressed positive comments
about her knowledge and teaching and several stated they have, or would
recommend the school to others.
To the knowledge and understanding of OPS, Mrs. Umanah appears to have
good reputation and character with the North Carolina Board of Nursing (BON)—
she has not been disciplined and the Charlotte campus of Umanah Healthcare
Institute remains approved to offer Nurse Aide II training.
Local healthcare agencies have sent employees to the school for additional
training and have employed Umanah graduates.
OPS did not become aware of any additional evidence during the investigation to
suggest that Mrs. Umanah had anything other than a good reputation and
character in the community in which she lives.

II. SUBSTANTIATED VIOLATIONS THAT DO NOT RISE TO THE LEVEL OF
RECOMMENDING PROPRIETARY LICENSE REVOCATION:
One alleged violation as contained in the foregoing Documentation of Noncompliance
and Notice of Investigation was substantiated by evidence collected during the
investigation. However, due to the nature of the violation, it does not rise to the level of
recommending revocation of the school’s proprietary license to operate one or more
programs.
Allegation #4: Umanah Healthcare Institute may be in violation of §115D-93(c)(9),
by failing to maintain an adequate and qualified teaching staff.
§ 115D‑93. Suspension, revocation or refusal of license; notice and hearing;
judicial review; grounds.
§115D-93(c)(9) – That the licensee has failed to provide and maintain adequate
standards of instruction or an adequate and qualified administrative, supervisory or
teaching staff.
This allegation arose during a joint visit with DHHS to the Charlotte campus of Umanah
Healthcare Institute on March 22, 2018. During a review of various academic files,
Kathleen Rivers (“Rivers”) was identified as the instructor of a Nurse Aide I program
beginning October 7, 2017 and ending November 25, 2017. Jan Middleton (DHHS)
advised OPS that Rivers was removed as an approved instructor at Mrs. Umanah’s
request during the most recent program re-approval. The request to remove Rivers as
an approved instructor was not reported to OPS.
Investigation
The July 1, 2017 – June 30, 2018 license renewal application for Umanah’s Charlotte
campus listed Rivers as a DHHS-approved Nurse Aide I instructor. This was supported
with an approval letter from the Department and documentation of Rivers’ active nursing
license. The Charlotte campus was relicensed effective July 1, 2017.
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In March 2018, Mrs. Umanah submitted a renewal application for the Charlotte campus
for the July 1, 2018 – June 30, 2019 license year. This application identified Rivers as
an approved Nurse Aide I instructor. On March 20, 2018 OPS formally responded to
the application and requested (among other things) documentation that all submitted
instructors were approved by DHHS.
During a joint visit with DHHS to the Gastonia campus on March 27, 2018, Mrs.
Umanah hand-delivered documentation to supplement the renewal application. The
supplemented DHHS-approved Nurse Aide I instructor list for the Charlotte campus
(dated 12/21/2017) did not include Rivers. On April 5th, OPS requested Mrs. Umanah to
confirm whether Rivers was still a DHHS-approved Nurse Aide I instructor at the school.
Responding via email, she confirmed that Rivers was still an approved instructor and
provided an undated DHHS instructor approval list containing Rivers’ name.
OPS forwarded the undated list to Middleton requesting clarification on Rivers’ removal.
Middleton responded: “I print from our database and the date is always generated on
the upper left corner of faculty approvals and there is spacing between Faculty for
Program and the first line. Attached is the actual document I sent Pat on December 21,
2017 with the approval letter.” Middleton provided further documentation via email on
April 11th: “Attached are three faculty lists (submitted to DHSR during 2017 re-approval)
with lines drawn through names requesting removal. Ms. Rivers name was removed
from 70496 and 70575 on 9/11/17 during re-approval.”
Mrs. Umanah consistently stated that Middleton incorrectly removed Rivers’ name from
the approved instructor list during the re-approval process: “I gave her (Middleton)
instructor’s name: Sarah Tench’s to be deleted. I believe it is during this process that
Ms. Kathleen Rivers’ name was removed from Umanah Healthcare Institute. This was
not an intentional decision.” (See attached Response to Documentation of
Noncompliance).
Finding
A common definition of “qualified” is certified or officially recognized as being trained to
perform a particular job. “Adequate” is generally defined as satisfactory or acceptable in
quality or quantity. Rivers is a Registered Nurse who was previously approved by
DHHS and OPS to teach Nurse Aide I programs at Umanah. To the knowledge and
understanding of OPS, she has enjoyed a lengthy career in nursing and remains in
good standing with the Board of Nursing. But for the removal, Rivers would certainly be
considered adequate and qualified to teach Nurse Aide I. As detailed in the following
section, DHHS presented OPS with documentation directly contradicting Mrs. Umanah’s
contention that she did not request Rivers’ removal during the most recent program reapproval. Regardless, the evidence collected in the investigation clearly established
that Rivers was no longer a DHHS-approved Nurse Aide I instructor when she taught
the program in question in October - November 2017.
The State Board of Community Colleges, by and through the State Board of Proprietary
Schools, requires Nurse Aide I instructors to be approved by DHHS, and therefore the
school violated §115D-93(c)(9), by failing to maintain an adequate and qualified
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teaching staff. However, because Rivers is a qualified instructor who was previously
approved by DHHS, and because Rivers remains in good standing with BON and would
otherwise qualify to be re-approved by DHHS, this violation alone does not rise to the
level of recommending license revocation.
III. SUBSTANTIATED VIOLATIONS THAT RISE TO THE LEVEL OF
RECOMMENDING PROPRIETARY LICENSE REVOCATION:
Three alleged violations as contained in the foregoing Documentation of Noncompliance
and Notice of Investigation were substantiated by evidence collected during the
investigation. Due to the nature of the violations, recommending license revocation is
appropriate.
Allegation #2: Umanah Healthcare Institute may be in violation of §115D-93(c)(9),
by failing to provide and maintain adequate standards of instruction.
§ 115D‑93. Suspension, revocation or refusal of license; notice and hearing;
judicial review; grounds.
§115D-93(c)(9) – That the licensee has failed to provide and maintain adequate
standards of instruction or an adequate and qualified administrative, supervisory or
teaching staff.
This allegation arose during joint visits with DHHS to the Charlotte campus of Umanah
Healthcare Institute on March 22, 2018 and the Gastonia campus on March 27, 2018.
As detailed in the attached Report, an independent DHHS investigation into the Nurse
Aide I programs at the Charlotte and Gastonia campuses found:
•
•
•
•

Class records showed that students in multiple program starts did not receive
112 total hours of instruction;
Reviewed records showed that students inappropriately performed certain
skills in the clinical setting before proficiency was documented in the lab
setting;
Comparisons between attendance records and data provided by Pearson Vue
showed that students were uploaded prior to completing the entire Nurse Aide
program; and
Records from a program in November 2017 showed that the 10-1 student-toteacher clinical ratio mandate was exceeded.
Investigation

The State Board of Community Colleges authorized the Umanah Healthcare Institute
schools (Charlotte, Gastonia, and Monroe) to offer a 112-hour Nurse Aide I training
program. Umanah’s program was required to include 32 class hours of instruction, 50
lab hours of instruction and 30 clinical hours at an approved facility. This authorization
was contingent upon continued approval of the program by the North Carolina
Department of Health and Human Services.
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In the attached response to DHHS (dated April 10, 2018), Mrs. Umanah stated, “There
were a few students who did not complete the program hours (due to different family
issues)—will hold instructors responsible to adhere to the revised scheduling and must
be carried out on all students.” OPS’ investigation proved this statement inaccurate and
verified concerns that the Umanah schools were failing to provide and maintain
adequate standards of instruction in the Nurse Aide I program. A review of academic
files from randomly-selected Nurse Aide I programs is presented below:
CHARLOTTE CAMPUS
Clinical
Hours
Recorded
on Roster

Total
Required
Hours

Total Hours
Reported
on Roster

Nurse Aide I Program

Time

Required
Clinical
Hours

12/4/2017 - 12/29/2017

Day

30

24

112

106, but recorded
hours total 106.5

1/8/2018 - 2/2/2018

Day

30

27.5

112

110

2/5/2018 - 3/2/2018

Day

30

*6 hours

112

*82.5

12/4/2017 - 12/29/2017

Evening

30

24

112

106, but recorded
hours total 106.5

10/7/2017 - 11/25/2017
(Teams A & B)

Saturday

30

30

112

112 (A & B)

12/2/2017 – 1/20/2018
(Teams A & B)

Saturday

30

30

112

110 (A & B)

1/27/2018 - 3/17/2018
112, but recorded
(Team 2)
Saturday
30
25.6
112
hours total 105.6
*Nine students are listed on the roster with five clinical days to be completed. A typed “6” is recorded on
the first clinical date of the first student on the roster. No other clinical hours are recorded. Total hours for
the first student would equal 88.5.

GASTONIA CAMPUS
Clinical
Hours
Recorded
on Roster

Total
Required
Hours

Total Hours
Reported
on Roster

Nurse Aide I Program

Time

Required
Clinical
Hours

11/6/2017 - 12/1/2017

Day

30

32

112

112, but recorded
hours total 111

1/16/2018 - 2/9/2018

Day

30

30

112

107

2/5/2018 - 3/2/2018

Day

30

27.5

112

110

11/11/2017 - 12/30/2017
(Team 1)

Saturday

30

32

112

104

1/13/2018 - 3/3/2018

Saturday

30

30

112

112
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In the attached response to the Documentation of Noncompliance, Mrs. Umanah stated
the files in question were “not the completed archival Records of our students.” She
further stated, “We were still working on these students’ files as of the time Ms.
Middleton and Mr. Corl made their surprised (sic) visit.” But these statements
contradict: 1) records from several different Nurse Aide I classes were reviewed, dating
back to classes starting in October 2017; 2) each class contained a fully-completed
roster showing total hours attended in class, lab and clinical; and 3) the limited evidence
supporting Mrs. Umanah’s contention is the February 5 – March 2, 2018 Charlotte class
marked with an asterisk above—but it inexplicably contains a typed “6” in the area to
record clinical time for the first student listed on the roster, with no clinical time recorded
for any other students.
OPS interviewed 21 former Nurse Aide I students from the classes identified above. All
students were asked the same general questions. These students overwhelmingly
described Mrs. Umanah as a very knowledgeable and caring instructor. Almost all of
them expressed positive things about their experiences and have, or would recommend
the school to others. These same students however, presented additional information
to support a finding that the school failed to maintain adequate standards of instruction.
In contrast to the information recorded on the rosters, a clear pattern emerged in which
students described classes routinely finishing early; completion of only two or three
days of clinical; and shadowing facility employees with little-to-no oversight by their
instructor during the clinical. Two students who stated they previously took Nurse Aide I
training at a community college specifically contrasted the programs—one stating she
knew, “that wasn’t how it (clinical) should go.”
Finding:
Evidence gathered during the investigation established that Umanah Healthcare
Institute violated N.C.G.S. §115D-93(c)(9), by failing to provide and maintain adequate
standards of instruction in the Nurse Aide I program. Students routinely received less
than 112 hours of training and completed less than the 30 clinical hours mandated by
DHHS. Feedback from former Nurse Aide students contradicted the hours recorded on
class rosters and presented a pattern of classes finishing early, completion of only two
or three clinical days and students shadowing facility employees with little-to-no
oversight by their instructor during clinical. As found in the DHHS Report, reviewed
records showed that students inappropriately performed certain skills in the clinical
setting before proficiency was documented in the lab setting. As admitted by Mrs.
Umanah during the OPS investigation, multiple Nurse Aide I students were uploaded to
the Pearson Vue state testing portal prior to completing the program. Finally, Mrs.
Umanah also admitted that the 10-1 student-to-teacher clinical ratio mandate was
exceeded on at least one occasion.
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Allegation #3: Umanah Healthcare Institute may be in violation of 2A SBCCC
400.11(a)(2) by not maintaining current, complete, and accurate records showing
student progress and attendance.
2A SBCCC 400.11 Student Records
(a) A school licensed under G.S. 115D, Article 8, shall maintain current,
complete, and accurate records to show the following…:
(2) Progress and attendance including date entered, dates attended, subjects
studied, and class schedule…;
This allegation arose during joint visits with DHHS to the Charlotte campus of Umanah
Healthcare Institute on March 22, 2018 and the Gastonia campus on March 27, 2018.
As detailed in the attached Report, a independent DHHS investigation into the Nurse
Aide I programs at the Charlotte and Gastonia campuses found:
•
•
•
•
•

Class records showed that students in multiple program starts did not receive
112 total hours of instruction;
Two student files failed to contain the required Appendix A forms;
A class attendance sheet for one program start failed to record any clinical
hours for students;
Some student records showed instruction was received and documented on
dates upon which the students were recorded absent; and
Records showed 14, 15 and 30 skills performed on one clinical day; and one
Appendix A showed a student performing all skills on one clinical day.
Investigation

As detailed in the section above, a review of several recently completed Nurse Aide I
programs at the Charlotte and Gastonia campuses showed that students routinely did
not receive 112 total hours of instruction and did not complete 30 clinical hours. During
an in-person interview on April 17, 2018, Mrs. Umanah agreed that certain student
records showed instruction being received and documented on dates upon which those
students were recorded absent. She stated that students in one class (such as one
meeting during the day) frequently made up time in a different class (such as one
meeting in the evening), but fully acknowledged “we don’t record anything” and there
was no documentation of such remediation on the class attendance roster or in the
applicable student’s file. She reiterated this position in the attached response to the
Document of Noncompliance: “A student may like to attend class today in the morning,
but tomorrow in the evening. We often accommodate them; however, this presents a
record keeping issue by me and instructors.” Ultimately, Mrs. Umanah stated that she
didn’t understand the remedial process DHHS previously directed her to use.
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Charlotte Campus Nurse Aide I class (10/7/2017 - 11/25/2017):
The seriousness of the recordkeeping errors is highlighted by a Nurse Aide I program
conducted at the Charlotte campus on Saturdays from October 7 - November 25, 2017.
This program was divided into two separate classes, identified on separate rosters as
classes “A” and “B”. The Class A roster listed 12 students. Class B listed 10 students,
with one student withdrawing.
During the joint visit with DHHS on March 22, 2018, attention was focused on Class A
because 12 students were listed, creating a potential that the 10-1 instructor-to-student
clinical ratio was exceeded. As identified in the attached DHHS Report, school records
identified Kathleen Rivers (“Rivers”) as the instructor of Class A. In its April 5th findings
Report, DHHS determined Rivers violated the 10-1 clinical mandate.
During the in-person interview on April 17th, Mrs. Umanah acknowledged Rivers violated
the 10-1 rule, but stated it was only during the first day of the clinical, which was an
“orientation” with no skills taught or verified. Mrs. Umanah then specifically stated she
was present with Rivers starting the second day of clinicals. Mrs. Umanah was asked if
she presented this information in her written response (dated April 10th) to DHHS, to
which she stated she “could not recall.” (See attached response to DHHS omitting this
information). Mrs. Umanah was then asked if (beginning the second day) she oversaw
six Class A students during clinical, while Rivers supervised the other six students, and
she stated “yes.” When asked why her name did not appear on any performance skills
checklists used to verify clinical competency of Class A students, Mrs. Umanah stated
“it (Class A) was Rivers’ class.”
Class A students contradicted the roster information and Mrs. Umanah’s assertion that
she was with them during the clinical portion of the class. Students interviewed by OPS
identified a completely different individual (neither Rivers or Umanah) as their instructor
(The person named is another approved Nurse Aide I instructor at the Charlotte
campus). These students stated they had the same instructor for the classroom, lab,
and clinical portions of the program and denied being supervised by a second instructor
during clinical.
In the attached response to the Document of Noncompliance (postmarked April 23rd),
Mrs. Umanah did not specifically identify herself as being with Rivers. Rather, she
stated: “On the second day through the last day of clinical another instructor
accompanied Ms. Rivers for the clinical exercise.”
On May 18, 2018 OPS made a follow up visit to the Charlotte campus to review the
academic files of students in Class B. The skills checklists and paperwork for students
in this group identified Mrs. Umanah as their instructor. Significantly, Mrs. Umanah
signed off as presenting skills during class, verifying skill competency in lab, and
verifying skill competency at clinicals. This presented the obvious conflict of how Mrs.
Umanah supervised half the students in Class A’s clinical if she was teaching Class B
during that same time. Complicating this further, Class B students subsequently
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interviewed by OPS identified Mrs. Umanah as their instructor during class and lab—but
reported having a different instructor during the clinical portion of the program.
OPS then interviewed Rivers, who stated that she taught sporadically. When asked if
she taught all portions of the program (classroom, lab, and clinical), Rivers stated “no”—
that she only helped with clinical as needed. Rivers could not recall the last time she
taught clinical at the school but guessed it was near the end of 2016 or 2017. OPS then
read the Class B roster to Rivers, who remembered being with those students in clinical.
(The possibility of Rivers being the clinical instructor of Class B--not the instructor of
Class A--explains why Class A students identified an instructor other than Rivers and
also why Class B students identified a clinical supervisor other than Mrs. Umanah).
On May 31, 2018 OPS conducted a final visit to the Gastonia campus to interview Mrs.
Umanah. OPS reminded her that she previously told OPS that she was with the Class
A instructor (Rivers) starting the second day of clinical, and that she supervised six
students while Rivers oversaw the other six Class A students. When asked how this
was possible, Mrs. Umanah stated that she “misspoke” during the prior interview,
recalling afterward that she had been the instructor of Class B. Mrs. Umanah was then
asked, and confirmed, that Rivers taught all portions (class, lab, and clinical) of Class A
and that she (Umanah) taught all portions of Class B. Mrs. Umanah was unable to
explain how Rivers could have signed off on the classroom and lab portions of the
performance checklists if she (Rivers) advised OPS that she only helped in clinical.
After being told that students of Class A identified an instructor other than Rivers, Mrs.
Umanah speculated that Rivers must have signed off on everything by mistake, before
stating: “I don’t know what happened.” Mrs. Umanah was then asked how she
appeared on the clinical skills portion of the checklists of Class B, when those students
identified her as teaching only the classroom and lab portion of the class, identifying a
different instructor for clinical. In response, Mrs. Umanah stated it was common to have
more than one instructor at the clinical facility and insisted she was with students at
clinical. Acknowledging there “may be some issues with academic records,” she stated
that it did not impact the ability of her students to pass the state Nurse Aide I exam. By
way of further explanation, Mrs. Umanah presented OPS with the attached letter the
day after this interview (See attached letter signed May 31, 2018).
Additional Recordkeeping issues:
During the April 17th visit to the Charlotte campus, OPS reviewed the two most recently
completed Nurse Aide II classes: 12/13/17 to 2/15/18 with three students; and 10/11/17
to 12/14/17 with eight students. The records for the three-student class contained
completed skills checklist forms. However, none of the files in the eight-student class
contained checklist forms. When asked about this discrepancy, Mrs. Umanah stated
“the instructor must have them,” and she proceeded to text the instructor in our
presence. At approximately 9 p.m. that evening, Mrs. Umanah emailed OPS advising:
“I found the cna 2 checklists-there were in the "file inbox" (where the instructor places
students sheets for filing) inside the office.” As explained in detail in the next section,
Mrs. Umanah also corrected the July 11th start-date of the next scheduled Nurse Aide II
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program: “Also, I gave you the wrong date for Nurse Aide II starts (sic) date. The next
class happens to be tomorrow April 18th, the next one after this will be on July the 11th.
Sorry about the mix-up.”
During the May 18th visit to the Charlotte campus, OPS reviewed the following student
records for compliance with documentation of prior education level as required by the
State Board of Community Colleges Code: 1) Nurse Aide I (“Team B”), October 7 to
November 25, 2017; 2) Phlebotomy, November 10, 2017 to January 13, 2018; and 3)
Medication Aide, March 12 to March 20, 2018. All three classes were out of
compliance. Out of 22 total students, only 9 files contained proper enrollment
documentation of a high school, community college, or university transcript. Of the
remaining files: 11 contained copies of a high school diploma instead of a transcript;
one contained a foreign document that Mrs. Umanah was not able to read or translate;
and one student file lacked any education verification. Mrs. Umanah was asked if the
most recent OPS school audit contained a finding about education verification and she
confirmed that it did, adding that she “needed to do a better job” with her staff.
Finding:
Evidence gathered during the investigation established Umanah Healthcare Institute
violated 2A SBCCC 400.11(a)(2) by not maintaining current, complete, and accurate
records showing student progress and attendance. As previously presented, class
records showed that multiple classes of students did not receive 112 total hours of
training and did not complete the required 30 hours of clinical. Mrs. Umanah did not
dispute the DHHS Report finding that two Nurse Aide I student files failed to contain the
required Appendix A forms, stating in the April 17th interview that it “could be a filing
error.” She agreed that some student records showed instruction was received and
documented on dates upon which the students were recorded absent, and though she
states such students made up the time in different classes, she concedes there is no
documentation to confirm the remediation on the class rosters or student files.
Required skill performance checklists were missing from a randomly selected Nurse
Aide II class and multiple other student files failed to contain proper enrollment
documentation showing prior education level. Finally, regarding the Nurse Aide I class
discussed in detail above (Charlotte Classes A and B, October 7 – November 25, 2017)
OPS was unable to satisfactorily determine which instructors taught which class, and
most troubling—neither could Mrs. Umanah.
Allegation #5: School administrator Patricia Umanah may be in violation of
§115D-93(c)(2), by knowingly presenting false or misleading information relating
to approval or license.
§ 115D‑93. Suspension, revocation or refusal of license; notice and hearing;
judicial review; grounds.
(c) The State Board, acting by and through the State Board of Proprietary
Schools, shall have the power to refuse to issue or renew any such license and to
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suspend or revoke any such license theretofore issued in case it finds one or more of
the following:
(2) That the applicant for or holder of such a license has knowingly presented to
the State Board of Community Colleges false or misleading information relating to
approval or license.
This allegation arose during a joint visit with DHHS to the Charlotte campus of Umanah
Healthcare Institute on March 22, 2018. During a review of various academic files,
Kathleen Rivers (“Rivers”) was identified as the instructor of a Nurse Aide I program
beginning October 7, 2017 and ending November 25, 2017. Jan Middleton (DHHS)
advised OPS that Rivers was removed as an approved instructor at Mrs. Umanah’s
request during the most recent program re-approval. The request to remove Rivers as
an approved instructor was not reported to OPS.
Investigation
As previously discussed, Rivers was an approved Nurse Aide I instructor for license
year July 1, 2017 – June 30, 2018. She was then listed as an approved instructor in the
renewal application submitted for license year July 1, 2018 – June 30, 2019. On March
20, 2018 OPS formally responded to the renewal application and requested (among
other things) documentation that all submitted instructors were approved by DHHS.
During the joint visit with DHHS to the Gastonia campus on March 27th, Mrs. Umanah
hand-delivered documentation to supplement the renewal application. The
supplemented DHHS-approved instructor list for the Charlotte campus (dated
12/21/2017) did not include Rivers. On April 5th, OPS requested Mrs. Umanah to
confirm whether Rivers was still a DHHS-approved Nurse Aide I instructor at the school.
She responded via email: “Ms. Rivers is till (sic) one of our Instructors in Charlotte,
please see attached, thanks.” The DHHS instructor approval list provided by Mrs.
Umanah included Rivers, but it was not dated. OPS forwarded this to Middleton and
requested clarification on Rivers’ removal. Middleton responded: “I print from our
database and the date is always generated on the upper left corner of faculty approvals
and there is spacing between Faculty for Program and the first line. Attached is the
actual document I sent Pat on December 21, 2017 with the approval letter.” Middleton
provided further documentation via email on April 11th: “Attached are three faculty lists
(submitted to DHSR during 2017 reapproval) with lines drawn through names
requesting removal. Ms. Rivers name was removed from 70496 and 70575 on 9/11/17
during reapproval” (See attached Documentation of Noncompliance).
Throughout the investigation, Mrs. Umanah consistently stated that Middleton was the
one who crossed Rivers’ name off the approved instructor list during the re-approval
process: “I gave her (Middleton) instructor’s name: Sarah Tench’s to be deleted. I
believe it is during this process that Ms. Kathleen Rivers’ name was removed from
Umanah Healthcare Institute. This was not an intentional decision.” (See attached
response to Documentation of Noncompliance). During the April 17th in-person
interview at the Charlotte campus, Mrs. Umanah stated that Middleton visited the
campus during the re-approval process and asked her to identify any instructors who
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were no longer teaching so they could be removed from the approved list. Mrs.
Umanah stated Middleton then physically drew horizontal lines through the names of
instructors to be removed. Middleton directly contradicted this, explaining that Nurse
Aide I program directors submit a specific DHHS re-approval application. As part of this
process, directors identify instructors to be removed from their program’s approved
instructor list by drawing horizontal lines through their names. DHHS (Middleton in this
case) then removes the names from the approved list. Middleton subsequently
forwarded OPS a copy of the original Nurse Aide I re-approval application submitted by
Mrs. Umanah to DHHS via facsimile in August 2017, in which she (Mrs. Umanah) drew
lines through instructor names to be removed. A line is clearly drawn through Rivers’
name (See attached email dated May 31, 2018 from Middleton to Corl).
Additional Evidence of False and/or Misleading Statements:
During the investigation, OPS identified additional evidence that Mrs. Umanah
presented false and/or misleading statements or documentation:
Academic Records –Approval to offer Nurse Aide I training was withdrawn after serious
discrepancies were discovered during review of academic records with DHHS on March
22nd and March 27, 2018. In response to the Documentation of Noncompliance, Mrs.
Umanah states the files in question were “not the completed archival Records of our
students.” According to Mrs. Umanah, “They are of the recently completed class” and
her “office staff were collecting pertinent information from instructors and were sorting
from their “office inbox” for filing.” Mrs. Umanah further stated “We were still working on
these students’ files as of the time Ms. Middleton and Mr. Corl made their surprised (sic)
visit. These statements contradict the fact that: 1) records from several different Nurse
Aide I classes were reviewed, dating back to classes starting in October 2017; 2) each
class contained a fully-completed roster showing total hours attended in class, lab and
clinical; and 3) the minimal evidence supporting Mrs. Umanah’s contention is the
February 5 – March 2, 2018 Charlotte class, but it inexplicably contains a typed “6” in
the area to record clinical time for the first student listed on the roster, with no clinical
time recorded for any other students. Feedback from Nurse Aide students also
challenged the validity of the information recorded on class attendance rosters.
No Prior Citations – In the attached response to the Documentation of Noncompliance,
Mrs. Umanah states: “Middleton did not ask for our archived student/school records
because she had been overviewing and auditing our school’s/students’ records for a
period of more than 5 (five) years; and the recent recertification in December 2017.
There had never been any citation as to any violation within these periods.” Middleton
denied the accuracy of these statements and provided OPS with documentation of
concerns formally presented to Mrs. Umanah during Nurse Aide I program re-approvals
in 2015 and 2017. Each include the heading “RE-APPROVAL FINDINGS” and both
required certain corrections to be completed before re-approval was granted.
Significantly, the findings presented to Mrs. Umanah during the 2015 and 2017 reapprovals discuss concerns related to reporting accurate student attendance and
completion of all program hours (See attached email dated May 11, 2018 from
Middleton to Corl).
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Placement Information – As part of the license renewal process, proprietary schools are
required to file an Annual Report. Regarding placement information, schools are
instructed to identify graduates who are employed in jobs related to their area of study.
The instructions for completing this portion of the Annual Report state: “ONLY report
information that you can validate through proper documentation.” The Annual
Report also contains the following certification immediately below the area where
graduate/placement information is presented: “I certify that the information provided
herein is a complete and accurate accounting and that academic files of my
school contain verifiable documentation supporting the same.” Mrs. Umanah
signed the certification for all Umanah Healthcare Institute campuses. The 2017 Annual
Report (January 1 – December 31, 2017) submitted for the Gastonia campus of
Umanah Healthcare Institute identified 192 total graduates, with all 192 employed in
jobs related to their training. On May 31, 2018 OPS conducted an announced visit to
the Gastonia campus. Mrs. Umanah was asked to provide documentation to validate
the employment number identified on the Annual Report. Mrs. Umanah admitted that
she had no documentation to support the employment figure and said that it was based
solely on an “estimate” that she believed approximately 150 students were employed in
healthcare before coming to the school. The Gastonia placement figure issue raises
serious doubts about the validity of the placement figures submitted for the Charlotte
(220 graduates (Nurse Aide I only); 200 placements) and Monroe (37 graduates; 37
placements) campuses.
NAII Start Date – DHHS withdrew Nurse Aide I approval April 5, 2018, noticing OPS
and BON. OPS immediately advised Mrs. Umanah to cease Nurse Aide I instruction.
On April 17th, OPS formally presented Mrs. Umanah with the attached Documentation of
Noncompliance at the Charlotte campus. Mrs. Umanah was asked about Nurse Aide II
instruction and she advised OPS that there were no ongoing classes. She was then
specifically asked when the next Nurse Aide II program was scheduled to begin at the
Charlotte campus. Mrs. Umanah stated the next Nurse Aide II program was scheduled
to start July 11th. Around 9 p.m. that same evening, Mrs. Umanah emailed OPS: “I gave
you the wrong date for Nurse Aide II starts (sic) date. The next class happens to be
tomorrow April 18th, the next one after this will be on July the 11th. Sorry about the mixup.”
Finding
Evidence collected during OPS’ investigation establishes school administrator Patricia
Umanah violated §115D-93(c)(2), by knowingly presenting false or misleading
information relating to approval or license. First, she provided false and/or misleading
information about Rivers being an approved Nurse Aide I instructor by presenting an
undated DHHS approval list that was not the original provided to her, and by falsely
claiming that DHHS removed Rivers’s name during the re-approval process.
Significantly, her responses claim this was done by error—but she does not address or
otherwise challenge the allegation that she provided a false document to OPS. Second,
her response to the issues related to academic records misleadingly describes the files
as “recently completed classes” despite the fact that reviewed records dated back to
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October 2017. Moreover, responses from students and the typed “6” recorded in the
first clinical date of the first student in the Nurse Aide I course described herein create
doubt about the truthfulness and accuracy of student records as a whole. Third, Mrs.
Umanah falsely advised that Middleton (DHHS) had audited her school’s records the
previous five years and “There had never been any citation as to any violation within
these periods.” Middleton directly contradicted this and provided OPS with
documentation that Mrs. Umanah was presented with specific areas of noncompliance
and/or concerns during re-approvals in 2015 and 2017. Next, Mrs. Umanah provided
false placement documentation for the Gastonia campus on the school’s 2017 Annual
Report. Despite the explicit warnings to only report placement information that could be
verified, she reported full-employment knowing that she had no documentation to
support it. Finally, on information and belief, Mrs. Umanah provided a false start date
for the next Nurse Aide II program at the Charlotte campus when she was interviewed
on April 17th in order to avoid a shutdown of that program. At that time, Mrs. Umanah
identified a start date of July 11, 2018--allegedly forgetting that the next class actually
started the very next day.
PART 3: DESCRIPTION OF INVESTIGATIVE PROCESS
I. INITIATION OF INVESTIGATION:
At the end of January 2018, concerns about Umanah Healthcare Institute and its
administrator were presented to DHHS and the Office of Proprietary Schools. Due to
the nature of the concerns expressed about the school’s Nurse Aide I program, DHHS
requested certain information and documentation from state test administrator Pearson
Vue.
After the requested documentation was received, DHHS and OPS conducted joint visits
to Umanah Healthcare Institute schools on March 22, 2018 (Charlotte) and March 27,
2018 (Gastonia) to review academic records and policies.
On April 5th, DHHS noticed school administrator Patricia Umanah that it was
immediately withdrawing Nurse Aide I program approval at all three Umanah Healthcare
Institute Campuses (Charlotte, Gastonia, and Monroe). As documented in the attached
Report, this action was based on numerous violations of federal regulations and state
guidelines. OPS immediately advised Umanah to cease all Nurse Aide I enrollment and
instruction.
II. INVESTIGATION:
OPS formally presented Mrs. Umanah with a Documentation of Noncompliance and
Notice of Investigation on April 17, 2018. She provided a written response to the Notice
on April 23, 2018. A total of twenty-eight (28) individuals were interviewed: 1) 25 former
Umanah Healthcare Institute Nurse Aide students; 2) a Nurse Aide I instructor at
Umanah Healthcare Institute; 3) Jan Middleton (DHHS Regional Education Consultant);
and 4) two lengthy in-person interviews with school administrator Patricia Umanah.
OPS also reviewed dozens of student files over three separate school visits.
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PART 4: RECOMMENDATION OF REVOCATION OF THE PROPRIETARY
SCHOOL’S LICENSE TO OPERATE ONE OR MORE PROGRAMS WITH A
SUPPORTING RATIONALE FOR REVOCATION RATHER THAN FOR SUSPENSION
The Charlotte campus of Umanah Healthcare Institute was initially licensed in 2010.
Branch campuses were added in Gastonia (2012) and Monroe (2015). During this time,
the schools appear to have enjoyed a good reputation in the community and turned out
hundreds of healthcare professionals. Patricia Umanah is a knowledgeable and
qualified instructor and there is no question that her students have had great success
passing the state Nurse Aide I exam (with pass rates exceeding 90%). She expresses
a great passion for teaching and she is well-liked by her students. To the knowledge of
OPS, Mrs. Umanah took immediate steps to refund impacted students upon receiving
the notice to terminate Nurse Aide I instruction. She has also been responsive and
cooperative throughout the OPS investigation. Unfortunately, due to the nature and
severity of certain noncompliance issues as expressed below, OPS recommends the
State Board of Proprietary Schools initiate license revocation rather than suspension for
the following specific reasons:
1. Nature and severity of violations:
Umanah Healthcare Institute violated §115D-93(c)(9), by failing to provide and maintain
adequate standards of instruction in its Nurse Aide I program. Evidence collected
during the investigation showed that students routinely received less than 112 total
hours of instruction and completed less than 30 hours in clinical. Multiple students in
different classes reported completing just two or three days of clinical at reduced hours.
Students inappropriately performed certain skills in the clinical setting before proficiency
was documented in the lab setting. Multiple students were uploaded into the state
testing portal before completing the program. And a mandated 10-1 teacher-to-student
clinical ratio was violated on at least one known occasion. While these did not affected
the ability of students to pass the state Nurse Aide I exam, collectively they have a
direct impact on the ability to properly care for patients.
Umanah Healthcare Institute also violated 2A SBCCC 400.11(a)(2) by not maintaining
current, complete, and accurate records showing student progress and attendance.
Various records showed students receiving Nurse Aide I training on dates those
students were recorded absent. While Mrs. Umanah insists the students made up time
in a different class, the records contained no documentation of such remediation. Other
records (including an entire class of Nurse Aide II students) failed to contain required
skills checklists, and multiple records failed to contain proper enrollment documentation.
Most troubling, is the fact that Mrs. Umanah cannot accurately identify which instructor
taught the classes of Nurse Aide I students (Teams A and B, October 7 – November 25,
2017 described herein) at the Charlotte campus.
Finally, there is overwhelming evidence that school administrator Patricia Umanah
violated §115D-93(c)(2), by knowingly presenting false or misleading information
relating to approval or license. She provided false and/or misleading information about
Rivers being an approved Nurse Aide I instructor by presenting an undated DHHS
approval list that was not the original provided to her, and falsely claiming that DHHS
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removed Rivers’ name during the re-approval process. Significantly, her responses
claim this was done by error—but she does not address or otherwise challenge the
allegation that she provided a false document to OPS. Regarding academic file issues,
she misleadingly describes them as “recently completed classes” despite the fact that
reviewed records dated back to October 2017. Moreover, responses from students and
the typed “6” recorded in the first clinical date of the first student in the course described
herein create doubt about the truthfulness and accuracy of student records as a whole.
She falsely advised that Middleton (DHHS) had audited her school’s records the
previous five years and “There had never been any citation as to any violation within
these periods.” Middleton directly contradicted this and provided OPS with
documentation that Mrs. Umanah was presented with specific areas of noncompliance
and/or concerns during re-approvals in 2015 and 2017. Further, she provided false
placement documentation for the Gastonia campus on the school’s 2017 Annual
Report. Despite the explicit warnings to only report placement information that could be
verified, she reported full-employment knowing that she had no documentation to
support it. Finally, on information and belief, Mrs. Umanah provided a false start date
for the next Nurse Aide II program at the Charlotte campus when she was interviewed
on April 17th out of fear that OPS would withdraw program approval. Mrs. Umanah
identified a start date of July 11, 2018--allegedly forgetting that the next class actually
started the very next day.
The foregoing are serious violations of licensing standards that are not easily or
immediately correctable. Even with a hypothetical assumption that the first two issues
could be corrected with increased oversight, the third issue prevents OPS from
recommending relicensing of the Umanah Healthcare Institute campuses.
2. Statutory Authority:
Pursuant to North Carolina General Statute §115D-93(c), the State Board of Community
Colleges, acting by and through the State Board of Proprietary Schools, “shall have the
power to refuse to issue or renew any such license and to suspend or revoke any such
license theretofore issued in case it finds one or more of the following:”
§115D-93(c)(1) - That the applicant for or holder of such a license has violated any of
the provisions of this Article or any of the rules promulgated thereunder.
§115D-93(c)(2) That the applicant for or holder of such a license has knowingly
presented to the State Board of Community Colleges false or misleading information
relating to approval or license.
§115D-93(c)(9) - That the licensee has failed to provide and maintain adequate
standards of instruction or an adequate and qualified administrative, supervisory or
teaching staff.
Pursuant to the State Board of Community Colleges Code:
2A SBCCC 400.11 Student Records
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(a) A school licensed under G.S. 115D, Article 8, shall maintain current, complete, and
accurate records to show the following…:
(2) Progress and attendance including date entered, dates attended, subjects
studied, and class schedule…;
Evidence collected during the OPS investigation supports a finding that Umanah
Healthcare Institute violated §115D-93(c)(9), by failing to provide and maintain
adequate standards of instruction in its Nurse Aide I program; violated 2A SBCCC
400.11(a)(2) by not maintaining current, complete, and accurate records showing
student progress and attendance; and that school administrator Patricia Umanah
violated §115D-93(c)(2), by knowingly presenting false or misleading information
relating to approval or license.
3. Policy:
“The State Board of Community Colleges, acting by and through the State Board of
Proprietary Schools, shall have general supervision over proprietary schools in the
State, the object of said supervision being to protect the health, safety and welfare of
the public by having the proprietary schools maintain adequate, safe and sanitary
school quarters, sufficient and proper facilities and equipment, sufficient and qualified
teaching and administrative staff, and satisfactory programs of operation and
instruction, and to have the school carry out its advertised promises and contracts made
with its students and patrons.” (North Carolina General Statute §115D-89(c)).
Proprietary students are entitled to all of the training they contract and pay to receive.
They deserve to have complete and accurate records of their academic progress
recorded and preserved. Finally, they should not sacrifice time lost by a disruption of
their learning nor the difficulty and expense of locating another training program in their
area.
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
The recommendation herein is not made lightly. Establishing and building a successful
business is daunting and Mrs. Umanah has devoted the last eight years of her
professional career to her schools. Umanah Healthcare Institute does not have a
history of student complaints or compliance issues with this Office. Mrs. Umanah
displays a genuine love of teaching and she seems well-liked by her students. In most
every other scenario, corrective measures to bring the schools into compliance would
be favored. But the specific facts in this instance dictate a different recommendation.
For the reasons provided herein, it is the recommendation of the Office of Proprietary
Schools that initiation of revocation of the proprietary licenses of the Charlotte,
Gastonia, and Monroe campuses of Umanah Healthcare Institute is a proper and
necessary action for the State Board of Proprietary Schools to fulfill its statutory
obligation of protecting proprietary school students.
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ATTACHMENTS:
1. Written response from Patricia Umanah to the Documentation of Noncompliance
undated, but post-marked April 23, 2018.
2. April 10, 2018 email from Patricia Umanah to Jan Middleton (copied to Corl), with
attached cover letter and “Reapplication Commitments” statement.
3. May 11, 2018 email from Jan Middleton to Corl, with attached DHHS re-approval
findings dated October 27, 2017 and July 8, 2015.
4. May 31, 2018 email from Jan Middleton to Corl, with attached re-approval
application submitted by Umanah Healthcare Institute to DHHS via facsimile on
8/7/2017.
5. June 1, 2018 email from Patricia Umanah to Corl with attached letter signed May
31, 2018.
Respectfully submitted this 11th day of July, 2018.

____________________________________
Scott Corl, Executive Director
Office of Proprietary Schools
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